Tufts is implementing a new Integrated Student Information System (iSIS)

Students who plan to return next fall (2013/14) will be the first to use iSIS in April 2013.

Tufts’ new Integrated SIS will completely replace SIS Online.

When it is released next fall (2013/14), iSIS will provide basic functionality to Friedman students: course registration, access to view bills, unofficial transcripts, grades, and more. Over time, iSIS will enable us to enhance our services and innovate where we would like, all while providing a dependable and secure technology.

Advantages of iSIS

- **One place for advising and registration.** Plan your courses, create mock schedules, and view reading requirements in one system.
- Log in to iSIS using **simplified sign-on** at almost any time of the day or night.
- The **enhanced academic advising** and self-service planner in iSIS will help students map out their course schedules semesters in advance.
- **A better view of you:** your courses, schedule, student financials, contact information, links to financial aid, and more, all in one place.

For more information about Tufts University’s SIS Project, contact Matthew Hast, Friedman Registrar, at Matthew.Hast@tufts.edu, or visit go.tufts.edu/sis.

Do I need to do anything now?

No action is necessary at this time. We will provide opportunities to learn more about iSIS next semester, so watch for those announcements!